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When putting together our white paper we used internet research for facts and figures and used excerpts from several reliable sources to
ensure our investors are not deceived.

1 Opportunity

There has been a recent rise in crypto currency-based betting services
to meet the demand of a market that prefers its use over fiat currency.
While popular, these escrow services follow an unfavourable trend of
utilizing cryptocurrency in a centralized manner, creating counterparty
risk that did not previously exist. This occurs as users entrust the
ownership of their cryptocurrency to services which are susceptible to
hacks and leave little recourse to victims of theft. We propose a sports
betting exchange which solves this issue by means of decentralization,
removing central points of failure to allow the use of cryptocurrency
without counterparty risk. A sports betting exchange is a marketplace
for the trade of sporting outcomes. Unlike a traditional sports betting
platform, a sports betting exchange eliminates the need for a central
bookkeeper and instead enables users to place bets against one
another. This paper details Block Sports, a decentralized sports betting
exchange that approaches the concept of a blockchain-native sports
betting platform with two key objectives Crypto Stake is creating a
decentralized and trusted framework for sports betting and providing a
rich user experience through an off-chain service layer. Utilizing the
waves blockchain, a solution is proposed which integrates a
decentralized oracle consensus network with a series of smart contracts,
allowing users to place bets on sporting outcomes with waves. The
result is a platform that solves the issue of counterparty risk while still
remaining competitive with traditional sports betting exchange.

2 Project Background

The Gambling Industry

“The gambling industry continues to prove that it's one of the
most vibrant entertainment economies in the world “
World gambling statistics show that around 26% of the population
gamble. That means around 1.6 billion people worldwide gamble and
4.2 billion gambles at least once every year. When it comes to online
gambling and demographic statistics, a UK study concludes that 17% of
the population gamble online, resulting in £5.3 billion revenue for the
online market alone. The market size of the sports betting and lottery
sector worldwide consistently increased in the past four years, after a
sharp decline in 2014. In 2019, the sector was valued at 218.49 billion
U.S. dollars, reflecting an increase from the previous year. However,
massive reductions in global operations and decreasing demand in the
sports betting and lottery sector was forecast to drive the industry's
market value by as much as seven percent in 2020.Set to Top $635
Billion-casino marketplace What’s immediately apparent is the
astounding value of the casino industry in 2017, with its predicted value
set to reach $635 billion in the coming years. Breaking this stat down
further, it’s worth looking at the two key components in casino
gaming’s growth – that being the United States and United Kingdom.
In the United States, predicted cash revenues are expected to hit
$21.14 billion, while in the UK predicted online gambling revenue
should reach $4 billion. These two figures alone make up what should
be a 5.7% growth of the global gambling market before 2022
The growth related to casino play, in general, is huge, but practically all
of this has occurred in the online domain. Land-based casino play is
still on the downturn – apart from within a few select regions - much
like it has been in recent years. As new online markets open up, we can
only assume that online casino industry will continue to dwarf landbased operation.

3 Welcome To Crypto Stake Eco System

Crypto Stake eco system is a decentralised gambling platform giving
players all over the world an opportunity to place bets on sports book
events from every corner of the globe. We believe that people should
be able to place bets using crypto currencies without limitations of
what they can choose to bet on. Any player using our eco system can
use any top 100 crypto currency and exchange it for our exclusive
token Crypto Stake Token, this will give our users enhanced odds on
any wager they choose to place on any event be it Horse Racing,
Football, Boxing, MMA ,Grey Hound Racing, Baseball, American
Football ,Basketball and many many more making us the biggest and
best gambling eco system online eclipsing any other platforms
available for crypto betting giving our punters the best returns for
their stake.
Crypto Stake will also offer users the ability to play Casino Games
like Roulette, Black Jack, Poker, Jackpot Slots, Baccarat, plus several
others. Any of our casino style games using Random Number
generation (RGN) will all be Blockchain Technology giving
transparency, Security and trust when playing any of the
forementioned casino games, and using Crypto Stake Token will
again enhance any winning returns.
Players will be able to easily exchange their crypto currencies that are
currently in the top 100 Coin Market Cap list for the exclusive Crypto
Stake Token using our on platform exchange which will be cost
effective efficient and simple. Any users that do not have crypto
currencies will be able to exchange their native fiat currencies for
Crypto Stake Token also enabling them to benefit from the enhanced
betting odds.
All players will have their own secure private wallets and can transfer
any crypto currency they hold to a wallet of their choice.

4 What is Crypto Stake Token

The Crypto Stake token is an essential part of the sportsbook and future casino Eco
system. It is used as the exclusive currency on the Crypto Stake platform for
increased betting odds – both for sports bets and casino games. Crypto Stake token is
a digital currency, players from all around the world can profit from when using to
place their bets. Placing bets is simple, fast and cost effective.
Crypto Stake gives its users many advantages, when placing bets on our platform
you will get increased odds on the sports book and Casino Games bets of your choice
increasing your profits when winning without increasing any losses. Any winnings
can be efficiently processed due to the ecosystems A.I and on platform exchange.
Our exchange will also make transferring funds to other personal wallets streamlined
and efficient. If an account holder would like to exchange Crypto Stake to any other
crypto currency this can also be achieved using the Crypto Stakes exchange and the
funds can be withdrawn at any time into a wallet of their choice. All our transactions
will be carried out in a cost effective and timely process

5 Advantages for Crypto Stake
Secured and Transparent

Distrust of players toward gambling platforms when playing online
games, is that the player has no way of verifying the randomness of the
method used to determine the winner. Crypto stake addresses this
issue through the use of blockchain and smart contract technology. Our
algorithms for generating random numbers are publicly available and
auditable. The generation of random numbers and distribution of
winnings takes place not on our servers but in a decentralized
blockchain environment. As a result, neither party is permitted to
intervene in this process.
The majority of online Gaming industry websites are unable to provide
the user with sufficient transparency to ensure the player's complete
trust in the site's administrators' integrity. The player has no way of
knowing how many people participated in a particular game, who won,
or how much money was won. Our platform operates in an entirely
transparent manner, as all transactions are recorded on the blockchain.
They are not editable or delectable. Anyone can monitor and track the
progress of all our drawings on an independent platform or a computer
equipped with the appropriate blockchain environment.
Hackers target an overwhelming number of online resources.
Whatever security measures the site's owner takes, the risk of hacking
always exists. When a traditional online casino's website is
compromised, the attacker controls the draws and access to the
jackpot. Crypto stake is a program that operates on a decentralized

basis. If our website is compromised, the attacker will be unable to
interfere with the drawing process or get access to the Jackpot. Our
website is merely an interface to the infrastructure that we built
Transactions using Blockchain technology are end-to-end, making it
secure and transparent. This is because both Crypto Stake and other
cryptocurrencies run on the same technology of Blockchain. Moreover,
this technology also allows people to track their previous transactions.
Additionally, crypto transactions can neither be edited nor
manipulated, adding to its overall security.
Crypto stake transaction has no complicated formalities. In fact, the
user only needs to create a wallet address to send and receive coins.
This means personal or bank information is not required.
Our aim is to be the BEST SPORT BETTING PLATFORM
creating a decentralized global bookmaker, sports betting platform,
and business, Creating the LARGEST USER BASE OF Crypto
GAMBLING WORLD WIDE
We aim at owning one of the largest user-based gambling platforms in
the world, before the year 2024.

6 The growth of online gambling

The global online gambling market is anticipated to be valued at more
than 92.9 billion U.S. dollars in 2023. The current size of the market is
almost 59 billion U.S. dollars, meaning the size is forecast to double in
the upcoming years.
Online gambling consists of playing casino games, poker and/or sports
betting via the internet. Due to factors such as the advancement of
technology available (for example smartphones and apps), higher trust
of gamblers paying online, and the increasing digitization of the world,
In the United States by the Supreme Court in 2018, online gambling
companies are now able to grow their sport betting sectors, thereby
further supporting the market’s growth.

7 Road Map

Crypto Stake is the world’s largest platform with distributed blockchain
technology for betting on the live sports events, offering the best odds
available.

8 Financial Model
Crypto Stake token will be offered in two different stages the Pre Sale and the
Public ICO, the Pre Sale offering will be 1,000,000 tokens at a fixed cost of $0.15
with an airdrop of 3%, followed by the Public ICO in 5 rounds at the fixed price
as shown below. During Pre Sale and the Public ICO each investor will
receive a 3% Airdrop of the total amount they have invested this will happen at
the time of the transaction automatically and they will receive their percentage
in Crypto Stake tokens.

Round 1
Round 2
Round 3
Round 4
Round 5

450,000 @ 0.30
250,000 @ 0.35
250,000 @ 0.45
250,000 @ 0.55
250,000 @ 0.65

Fund Allocation

Airdrop 3%
Airdrop 3%
Airdrop 3%
Airdrop 3%
Airdrop 3%

A minimum of 40% will be locked in
for 6 months for liquidity

Pre Sale
Dates
20.09.2021 - 31.10.2021
Tokens
1000000
Price
$ 0.15
Airdrop 3% of your investment

Public Sale
Rounds 5
Tokens 250000 per round
Price $0.30-0.65
Airdrop 3% of your investment

9 Referral program

A referral program will produce organic marketing and generate
competitive referral bonuses for Crypto Stake members. We will
reward referrers with a 2 % bonus on all their wagers for every new
member that signs up and places bets using Crypto Stake Token For
instance, for every 100 Crypto Stake Token bets, the referrer will
receive 2 Crypto Stake Tokens.

10 Bounty Stakes

Our Bounty has been set at 350000 CST. We have assigned a very experienced
Bounty management team with 20 ICO promotions already completed. Crypto Stake
believes this way of promotion is both economical and effective and a tried and
tested way of completing our ICO in the most practical efficient manner.

Some of the ICOs completed by our entrusted team

11 IDO

Token Information

Blockchain Platform: BSC
Total Supply 200,000,000
Token Standard: Bep-20
Type : Cryptocurrency
Ticker: CST

Upon completion of the ICO Crypto Stake have chosen to be initially listed on the
following exchanges at a price of $0.70-75
Crypto.com
PancakeSwap
Bithumb
For a six month period 40% of tokens will be locked in for liquidity purposes

12 Legal Disclaimer

Crypto Stake users must be 18 years of age or older to register and play
any of the games on the platform. Participation in games may result in
financial losses with players bearing any and all possible risks. Players
are advised not to spend more than they can afford to lose within the
games on the platform. Crypto Stake involves the top 20
cryptocurrencies.
Gambling is a highly - regulated segment which requires legal
compliance in different countries. As a result, part of proceeds will be
used to cover costs of legal services and licenses. Reserve and working
capital The Crypto Stake proceeds earmarked for reserve and working
capital would be stored in a separate wallet. Crypto Stake does not
guarantee, and accepts no legal liability whatsoever arising from or
connected to, the accuracy, reliability, currency, or completeness of any
material contained in this white paper. Potential Crypto Stake token
holders should seek appropriate independent professional advice
before relying on or entering into any commitment or transaction based
on material published in this white paper, which is purely published for
reference purposes alone. Crypto Stake does not provide any opinions
or any advice to purchase, sell, or otherwise transact with Tokens and
the fact of presentation of this white paper shall not form the basis of,
or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment
decision. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal
agreement about the sale and purchase of tokens.

Research and Links

Whilst compiling our white paper we spent copious amounts of time researching
facts and figures within the gambling market, to ensure nothing was miss quoted
we added excerpts into the white paper making sure any investors was not
deceived. The links below are the sources we used .

https://www.casino.org/features/gambling-statistics/

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1186240/sports-betting-and-lottery-industrymarket-size-global/

https://thebitcoinnews.com/cryptocurrencies-could-be-the-future-of-thegambling-industry/

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-online-gambling-marketrevenues-expected-to-double-in-upcoming-years-301197246.html

This white paper can be subject to change at any time at Crypto Stakes discretion

